
Our growing company is hiring for a deployment manager. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for deployment manager

Supervise and manage the performance of DAS Deployment Managers
Act as a strategic advisor during assignment planning process for employees
the partners in Business Human Resources (BHR) and provide expert advice
and collaborative support to HR, employees, managers, leadership on the
Talent Deployment Program and execution
Manage all processes and daily activities related to global assignments in the
Japan-Asia Pacific region (assignments, repatriations, permanent moves and
localizations)
Serve as point of contact for all international assignees during their transfer
process and throughout their assignment lifecycle update stakeholders
(Managers and BHR) on assignment transfer milestones
Proactively identify possible solutions for issues/concerns and escalate to
leadership where appropriate
Ensure assignment data alignment and accuracy across all systems of record
Manage relocation partners to ensure that processes and documentations are
in place and to identify process and cost efficiencies where possible
Engage with tax partners to ensure compliance with local regulations and
review each tax planning cycle
Partner with Business Leaders, BHR and Talent Management on strategic
planning of talent movements across the region and organization
Defining and establishing the implementation of the Learning Hubs in all
Regions of PMI to foster a network for creation, delivery of impactful learning
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Qualifications for deployment manager

Must have high level of proficiency in the use of online tools & systems
including MS office suite, including Word, Excel, Outlook, and other related
applications
Must be able to exercise discretion and good judgment, with an ability to
understand the impact of decisions on the company’s financial position and
operations
Must be able to anticipate internal client needs on an “ad hoc” basis
May be required to work an uncommon schedule including nights, weekends
and holidays as required
Must be able to work overtime and evenings, as mission requires
Must have professional appearance


